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White Sands Military-Era Historical Properties Inventory Form
1. Identification
Historic Name of Resource:

Project Name:

Facility 26129
Multifunction Array Radar

WSMR Facilities Reduction
Program

Current Name of Resource:
Facility 26129
Laser Systems Test Center

Resource Ownership &
Contact Information:
Directorate of Public Works,
White Sands Missile Range, NM
88002

HCPI#: 49687
LA#
NMCRIS#: 146310
Resource Type:
✔
__Building
__ Structure
__Object
__Site

2. Location
Street Address:
Range Road 264
City: White Sands Missile Range
White Sands, NM 88002

UTM Map Datum: NAD 83
375136
13
Zone: __
E:___________
3611485
N:_________________
USGS Quad Name/Year:

County:

White Sands, NM 1955

Otero

Setting
Category:
Sub-category:
Residential

✔ Range
Remote Station
Cantonment
Launch Area
Admin
✔ Instrumentation
✔

Test Site

Photograph: Facility 26129 circa 1990 - facing southeast (photo
courtesy Robert Hayward)

Other:

3. Resource Description
Architectural Style
Vernacular

Military Vernacular

International Modern

Pre-Manufactured

✔

Other, See Description

N/A

Describe:
The former Multifunction Array Radar (MAR) facility is composed of three dome-shaped buildings with no windows or doors on a
mostly subterranean rectangular base. The largest dome has a flat cylindrical section on the northwest side and northeast side. The
small west dome has a single flat cylindrical section on the northwest side. The small north dome has no protrusions. The domes have
no particular style outside of their shape, having been designed entirely as functional buildings for their original purpose.

Historic Function:
Current Function:

Current Visible Condition:
✔ Altered
__ Intact __
__Deteriorated
Describe:

Vacant

See continuation forms.

Radar Facility

Construction Date: 1964
Source:

✔ Known
__

White Sands Department of Public Works

__Estimated

Architect/Builder:
Ralph M. Parsons Company, Architect Engineers, Los Angeles,
California; Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile, Alabama

26129

Resource Description:
Facility 26129 is the former MAR-I building, originally constructed to house the Multifunction Array Radar used as a research and design
model for studying the feasibility and viability of large phased array radars. The facility consists of a 90,000 square foot building
extending 42 feet below ground level with three concrete radar domes on top, two of which are multi-story. The reinforced cast concrete
bunker measures approximately 190 feet by 155 feet and consists of a basement, a primary floor, and a surface roof approximately at
ground level hosting the three radar domes. Concrete pillars under the domes help support their weight, with concrete support columns
supporting the bunker structure. The largest dome, located in the center of the building, is a two-story structure 120 feet in diameter and
reaches a height of 45 feet. It has two sealed cylindrical openings on the northwest and northeast sides. The smaller domes are each
approximately 60 feet in diameter and 32 feet high. The west dome is a two-story structure with a single sealed cylindrical opening on
the northwest side. The north dome is a single-story structure constructed without openings, but designed for two to be added if
necessary. The domes have no doors or windows; the large dome has a small metal hatch on the top for access to external equipment
mounted at the apex. Access to the facility is via a large cargo freight elevator in the east corner, or by two roof stairways accessed via
small flat-roofed buildings located in the east corner and south corner of the bunker. An underground access tunnel was added to the
northwest side of the main floor of the bunker in the 1980s. The surrounding land is either blacktop pavement, graded earth, or natural
desert scrub. Facility 26129 is part of a larger collection of buildings , the majority of which is located to the southwest of the former
MAR-I facility.

4.

Current National Register & State Register Status

✔
National Register Status: __Individually Listed __Not
Individually Listed
✔
State Register Status:
__ Individually Listed __Not Individually Listed
✔ Not Included
Included in a Listed Historic District: __Contributing __Non-Contributing __

5.

National Register Evaluation

National Register Surveyor Evaluation:
✔ Individually Eligible
__
__Eligible as a District Contributing Resource __Not Individually Eligible/Non-Contributing Resource
✔
✔
National Register Criteria: __A
__B __C
__D __Criteria Consideration
✔
Level of Significance: __Local __State
__National
Name of Historic District:
Area of Significance: Engineering; Invention; Military
Period of Significance: 1964-1969
Surveyor Name/Contact Information and Date:
Kurt Korfmacher, AmaTerra Environmental Inc. (512) 329-0031, August 2020

White Sands Missile Range National Register Determination:
__ Individually Eligible __Eligible as a District Contributing Resource
White Sands Missile Range Remarks:

__Not Eligible Individually/Non-Contributing Resource

White Sands Missile Range Name/Contact Information & Date:
Bill Godby, 575-678-6003, william.c.godby.civ@mail.mil

SHPO Determination:
__ Individually Eligible
SHPO Remarks:

__Eligible as a District Contributing Resource

SHPO Contact Name/Contact Information and Date:

26129

__Not Eligible Individually/Non-Contributing Resource

6. Architectural and Construction Details
A. Visible Materials
Metal: Structural Siding
Metal: V-Crimp
Metal: Plate & Mesh
Fiberglass: Corrugated Panels
Composite: Corrugated Panels
Transite: Panels
Composition Board
Pre-Fabricated Insulated Panels
Vinyl or Aluminum Siding

Concrete: Cast-in-Place
Concrete: Block
Concrete: Brick
Concrete: Cast Stone
✔ Concrete: Poured
Concrete: Pre-cast
Metal: Corrugated Panels
Metal: Vertical Panels
Metal: Standing Seam Panels
Other, describe:
✔

Tile: Clay
Stucco
Brick
Masonry: Simulated
Stone: Random Ashlar
Stone: Random Coursed
Stone: River Rock
Stone: Rock Faced
Stone: Tabular

Wood: Board & Batten
Wood: Horizontal Siding
Wood: Shingle
Wood: Tongue & Groove
Curtain Wall

B. Structural System
✔

Concrete: Pillar and Post ✔ Concrete: Cast-in-Place
Other,describe:
Steel Frame

C. Number of Stories
N/A
1
1½ ✔ 2

2½

Concrete Brick

Concrete Block

Brick

Wood Frame

Other, describe: Main bunker: two stories; domes: one or two stories each

D. Foundation
N/A ✔ Not Visible
Materials: ✔ Concrete: Poured

Raised

At Grade

None
CMU

Elevated

Other, describe:

Stone

Notes: Construction drawings indicate solid subterranean foundation beneath basement level.
E. Roof
N/A

Instrumentation

Features:

Shape:

Barrel

Astrodomes

Butterfly ✔ Flat

Eave

Cross Gable

Parapet Other: Domes
Gable

Hipped

Pyramidal

Shed

Other: Bunker roof is flat, with three prominent radar domes. Construction drawings indicate a very low pitch for water drainage.
Pitch:

Flat

✔ Low

Medium

Steep

Materials:
Built-up: Asphalt and Gravel
Built-up: Elastomeric Coating
Asphalt
Composition Roll
Composition Shingle

Earth
Metal: Corrugated
Metal: Pressed
Metal: Standing Seam
Metal: V-Crimp

✔ Other, describe:
Metal: Roof Railings
Wood: Shingle
Cast concrete over metal
plate
Tile: Metal
Tile: Terra Cotta

F. Chimneys
Number Interior
Construction Material:
Brick
✔ N/A

Number Exterior
CMU

Stone

Other, describe:

26129

Stucco

Metal Flue

G. Porches
✔ N/A

Type:

Full-Width

Partial Width

Incised

Entry

Windbreak

With a Gazebo

Other Details, describe:

H. Doorways
Number of Doorways: 2

N/A

✔ Two-leaf

Type:

✔ One-leaf

Style:

Raised Panel

Sliding, Barn-type

Roll-up

✔ Slab -Type

Other:
Vertical Plank

Garage Type-Rolling

Other:
Components:

Panel/Lights Number

Sidelights-number

Transom

and configuration

Aluminum

Material:

and configuration see description

Wood

✔ Steel

✔ Metal

Fiberglass

Vinyl

Other, describe
Notes:
I. Window Openings
✔ N/A

Number of Window Openings:

Operation:

Glazing:

Material:

Awning

Anodized Aluminum

1/1

2 Pane Horizontal

Curtain Wall

Casement

Bare Aluminum

2/2

2 Pane Vertical

Glass Block

Sliding

Steel

3 Pane Vertical

Opaque/Privacy

Double or
Single Hung

Vinyl

3/1
4/4

4 Pane Vertical

Picture Window

Fixed

Other, describe:

6/6

Combination,
describe:

Store Front or display

Wood

Hopper
Louver
Pivot

9/9
Other
configuration,
describe:

Grouped,
describe:

Wire Glass
Other,
describe:

Notes:
J. Other Significant Features
Describe:
Cargo elevator provides additional access to the facility. Three prominent domes (one large, two small) on ground-level roof. Majority
of building is subterranean. Access tunnel added in the 1980s as part of reuse and adaption for the High Energy Laser Systems Test
Facility (HELSTF).

26129

7. Associated Properties
Discuss:
High Energy Laser Systems Test Facility (HELSTF) buildings and structures.

Are Associated properties eligible for listing?
Unknown

8. Documents Available and Their Locations
Discuss:
As-built drawings, photographs, and real property records are located at Department of Public Works (DPW), Building 102, White
Sands Missile Range.

9. Attachments
Please indicate which items are attached:
✔ Site Plan (required)
✔ Photos (required)
✔ Map or aerial photo (required)
✔ Continuation sheet

Additional detail forms for associated properties, if applicable
10. Additional Information
See Attached Continuation Sheet for Supplementary Resource Photographs, Aerial Photographs, and Location Map.
Property 26129 retains a moderate degree of exterior period integrity. The original radar array openings on the domes have been
permanently closed and the interior remodeled in the 1980s as part of the HELSTF program. The original multi-phased array radar
equipment was removed in 1970.
The architectural firm, the Ralph M. Parsons Company, exists today as the Parsons Corporation. Founded in 1944 by Ralph M. Parsons
in Pasadena, California, the company did well in the post World War II building boom and made a name for itself as a defense
contractor. Ralph Parsons was the son of a New York fisherman. He dropped out of high school to join the US Navy during World War I
and later worked as an aeronautical engineer. His first construction partnership started in 1933 with Stephen Bechtel and John McCone
(who would later head up the Central Intelligence Agency). The partners bought Parsons out in 1944, and he used the capital to found
his own architectural and engineering firm. Parsons established a charitable foundation that provided seed money to non-profits in Los
Angeles, and took the company public in 1969. He died in 1974. The company's board took Parsons Corporation private in 1984. The
company has since expanded its operations worldwide, with significant work in the Middle East and the United States.
Other companies involved in construction of Property 26129 include the Western Electric Company (WECo) as the prime contractor for
the entire Nike-X program, while Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL) was responsible for the overall system design. Sylvania Electronics
Systems was selected as the major subcontractor for the detailed design and fabrication of the MAR-I site. Sperry Rand Univac was
given the responsibility for the digital computer as well as the programming for the prototype radar. Construction at the site was under
the supervision of the United Stares Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District, Alabama. This information on the roles of other
companies comes courtesy of Robert Hayward.
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Historic Cultural Properties Inventory (HCPI) Continuation Sheet
Historic Preservation Division, New Mexico Department of Cultural Affairs

For HPD Office use only:
HCPI No.__________________________

District No.__________________

1. Name of property: (historic and/or current name for

2. Location:

Multifunction Array Radar (MAR)

Range Road 264
White Sands Missile Range
NM 88002

property)

Laser Systems Test Center

3. Local Reference Number:
26129
4. County
Otero
5. Date of Survey
October 2018

5. National Register of Historic Places Evaluation (Continued)
Criterion A
On January 30, 1964, the United States Army announced a new anti-ballistic missile program to replace the previous Nike-Zeus program. Dubbed
“Nike X,” the new program consisted of two missiles: a rebranded Nike Zeus known as the Spartan, and a new short-range missile known as Sprint.
The system also included advanced electronically steered radar systems that used multiple independent radar beams (Morgan and Berhow, 2002: 31).
While field versions of the Multifunction Array Radar (MAR) were never constructed due to rapid changes to the program, the original “laboratory”
model of MAR, designated MAR-I, was completed and used at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). Although never officially deployed, MAR was
nonetheless an important step in the development of the military’s efforts to counter enemy intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM).
Background and Nike X Program
As the threat from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) shifted from long-range bombers to ICBMs in the mid-1950s, the U.S. Army was
tasked with developing the nation’s anti-ballistic missile (ABM) defense efforts based on past efforts with the Nike Ajax and Nike Hercules missiles.
Under the U.S Army Air Defense Command (ARADCOM), the resulting program, dubbed Nike Zeus, began in 1958 using a scaled up version of the
Nike Hercules (Morgan and Berhow, 2002: 29). The system relied on a series of four radars to successfully track and target incoming warheads, while
distinguishing the actual warheads from any decoys or extraneous targets. The first successful launch occurred in October 1959 at WSMR. Although
the project was met with moderate success, the mechanical beam steering of the Zeus Acquisition Radar (ZAR) could be easily overwhelmed by a
massive attack. This shortcoming led the Kennedy Administration to cancel the project at the end of 1963. Its replacement was announced at the end
of January in the following year, dubbed Nike X (Morgan and Berhow, 2002: 31).
The Army completed the full Nike X system design in October 1965. It was composed of two separate missile systems and two radar systems to
replace the four used by Nike Zeus. The primary vehicle was the XLIM-49A Spartan (a repurposed Nike Zeus DM-15S2 missile) which was to be used
as the main intercept. Backing up the Spartan was the newly designed Sprint, an extraordinarily fast, short range (25 miles) missile designed to catch
any warheads that escaped the initial blast from the Spartan (Morgan and Berhow, 2002: 31). The radar supporting Nike X was an electronically
steered, phased array radar (MAR) capable of covering a much larger volume of space in a quicker time than the mechanical steering of the ZAR
(Hayward, 2020). By producing multiple independent beams simultaneously, a single MAR facility could theoretically carry out all three radar functions
(search, discriminate, and track) required by the program. However, such a sophisticated, capable, and hardened phased array radar had never been
built before. As such, a research version of MAR, MAR-I, was constructed in 14 months and operational at WSMR by September 1964. Originally
designated the Zeus Multifunction Array Radar (ZMAR), the name switched to MAR-I upon completion of the Nike X system design the following month
(Hayward, 2020). Later, a scaled down and less complex and less powerful version of MAR (known as the Tactical MAR, or TACMAR) was planned to
augment MAR. This also required the use of a smaller Missile Site Radar (MSR) located closer to the city or installation being protected to control the
Spartan and Sprint missiles (Morgan and Berhow, 2002: 31; Hayward, 2020).
With China’s entry into the nuclear arms race via development of a nuclear bomb in 1964 and ICBM in 1967, focus shifted from intercepting Soviet
warheads to Chinese warheads in the late 1960s. The expensive Nike X program was replaced by the cheaper Sentinel program in 1967, which was
soon repurposed as the Safeguard system ((Morgan and Berhow, 2002: 32). As part of this program, installations for a less expensive MAR
replacement known as the Perimeter Acquisition Radar (PAR) were planned at specific locations in the country, including North Dakota and
Washington, DC. However, anti-war sentiment at home and the signing of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty of 1972 between the US and USSR limited
the need for advanced anti-ICBM systems. The PAR in North Dakota was the only one completed; a second installation was abandoned due to the
Continued on other side

HCPI Continuation Sheet (continued from other side)
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treaty, and the Washington, DC, installation was never started. This phase of anti-ICBM programs came to an effective end with the deactivation of
ARADCOM in 1975 ((Morgan and Berhow, 2002: 33-34).
MAR-I at WSMR
One of two MAR installations constructed in the country (the second being constructed at the Kwajalein Atoll in the central Pacific Ocean), MAR-I was
never intended to be a deployed version of MAR or even a prototype. Instead, MAR-I was a research and development laboratory for the system. Per
retired NRAO Senior Engineer Robert Hayward, it had three main purposes: “to study the feasibility of large phased-array radars; the ability of a
multifunction radar to simultaneously acquire targets, differentiate between valid targets and decoys, and track both targets and intercepting vehicles;
and serve as a test bed for the construction of a tactical prototype MAR-II” (Hayward, 2016b). The primary advantage of an electronically steered
phased-array radar like MAR-I over the older mechanical operation of ZAR was the enhanced ability to pick out multiple individual targets in close
proximity through faster operation. The various antennae elements were shifted (or steered) via a delay in the time at which the signal left a particular
element. By incrementally increasing the delay, the whole array could be rapidly adjusted to cover a predefined area. “The amplified signal from each
antennae element [then] went through the functional divider where it was split into the search, discriminate, and track channels. The appropriate time
delays were then applied to simultaneously steer the multiple beams independently” (Hayward, 2016b).
MAR-I was the first “hardened” phased-array radar ever built. It served as the test bed for electronically steered radar developed for the Nike-X
program. Groundbreaking for the new installation began on March 15, 1963, with construction of the building completed by December. The following
month, contractors began installing the actual radar components into the new building. This was completed on June 15, 1964, and the system was
powered for the first time. Testing commenced over the next several months, and on September 11 the radar successfully tracked its first target: a
balloon. Lock on the balloon was intentionally dropped and reestablished several times over the course of 50 minutes, with automatic hand-off from
search to verification to acquisition to lock-on happening successfully. Later that month, MAR-I successfully tracked targets using Highball and
Speedball rockets, and successfully tracked a Pershing missile in November (Hayward, 2016b).
Following upgrades in 1965, MAR-I tracked a satellite for the first time on May 20, 1966. In October of that year, MAR-I successfully performed a
completely autonomous multi-function satellite tracking operation. The following year featured several milestones and success stories for the MAR-I,
including tracking an Athena missile in March, multiple target tracking in April and June, and survey of missile chaff clouds in September. However, by
this time the Nike X program was winding down, and the Mar-I test program was terminated on September 30, 1967. It operated at a reduced level
over the following two years as part of the Sentinel program, but in May 1969 the facility was placed into caretaker status (Hayward, 2016b). The
original equipment was removed in 1970-1971 by New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology (New Mexico Tech, or NMT; Hayward, 2016a).
MAR-I is significant under Criterion A at the state level in the areas of Invention and Military as the original test bed for large phased-array radars.
While only in operation for five years, MAR-I provided important data for military scientists working on improved radar tracking systems for the nation’s
ABM efforts during the Cold War. Per Hayward, “The long series of tests at WSMR in the mid-1960s did demonstrate the feasibility of using a phasedarray radar for a multiplicity of simultaneous functions. Extensive antenna pattern measurements proved that single beam and multiple-beam clusters
closely matched the calculated patterns. It showed that antenna patterns were stable and repeatable over extended time periods. The MAR-I proved
the broad frequency-bandwidth capability of phased-arrays, as well as the ability to switch beam positions on microsecond timescales. It also
demonstrated the use of a centralized digital computer to control all radar functions, and execute large-scale, real-time data processing” (Hayward,
2020). Operation of MAR-I also taught researchers the importance of thoroughly testing all the hardware elements that are duplicated in large numbers
in an array radar system. Design faults led to poor reliability of some components resulting in constant replacements. Designers of later systems would
run exhaustive tests on elements that would be duplicated thousands of times for use in systems such as the MSR and PAR (Fagen, 1978: 432-433).
The military ultimately chose not to pursue construction of large phased-array radar installations, but this decision was more due to the politics of the
time rather than a failure of MAR-I in its research and development mission. It achieved an evolutionary leap in performance for an anti-ballistic missile
radar and pioneered the use of many early generation microwave technology devices (Hayward, 2020). As such, the installation is significant for its
contributions to our understanding of military history, specifically Cold War era technological development. MAR-I falls under the established themes of
US Army Cold War Proving Grounds, and US Army Air Ballistic Missile Defense/Research and Development, both as detailed in Thematic Studies and
Guidelines: Identification and Evaluation of US Army Cold War Era Military-Industrial Historic Properties (Lavin, 1998).
Criterion B
MAR-I is not known to be associated with persons whose lives and/or achievements are individually significant to the history of WSMR, the US Army,
or Cold War era military industrial development.

HCPI Continuation Sheet
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Criterion C
MAR-I is a unique building at WSMR; a monolithic construction measuring approximately 190 feet by 155 feet, and approximately 45 feet high. The
primary dome is approximately 120 feet in diameter, with two smaller domes measuring 60 feet in diameter and 32 feet in height. The radar had two
active phased-array faces. The smaller (approximately 15-ft wide) transmitter array was located on the small west-most dome. The larger
(approximately 25-ft wide) receiver array was located on the main dome. Both faces were oriented to the northwest to catch test vehicles launched
from Green River Test Facility in Green River, Utah, approximately 480 miles away. Designed to be expandable, MAR-I has two additional array faces
that were blank. A second receiver face was located on the main dome oriented to the northeast, with the second small dome on the north side
contained a second transmitter face. Had all four faces been active, MAR-I would have been able to cover the entire northern approaches potentially
used by missiles launched by the USSR. However, the extra array faces were sealed upon construction and never used (Hayward, 2020).
MAR-I was designed as a hardened building capable of surviving the blast and fallout from a nearby small nuclear strike (not a direct hit). To that end,
the building encompasses 90,000 square feet of space extending 42 feet below ground, constructed of reinforced concrete with concrete support
pillars. The below-ground “bunker” for MAR-I required the removal of approximately 92,800 cubic yards of soil, weighing approximately 140,000 tons.
While the Army Corps of Engineers oversaw initial construction of the facility, a civilian engineer noticed problems with the concrete used during
construction of the primary transmitter dome in 1963. Further investigation revealed large cavities and an improper ratio of sand and aggregate,
resulting in a dome that was far too weak to support the necessary radar equipment. The dome was torn down and rebuilt, but the delay did not have a
significant impact on the project schedule. MAR-I was completed in roughly 14 months, from groundbreaking to activation of the radar circuits
(Hayward, 2016a).
As detailed above, MAR-I performed numerous successful tests during its brief five-year period of operation. Originally the building had open radar
transmitter faces (the large circular structures on the dome), and a metal clutter fence designed to limit ground interference with the radar. Upon being
mothballed and put into caretaker status, the clutter fence was demolished, the equipment removed, and the transmitter and receiver faces sealed up
for protection from the elements. The building sat relatively unused for the next 10 years until 1981, when construction of the new High Energy Laser
Systems Test Facility (HELSTF) began at the MAR-I location. In addition to interior modifications to MAR-I and an added underground access tunnel,
the HELSTF project constructed several other buildings in the immediate vicinity. HELSTF was fully operational by September 1985 and remains in
active operation.
MAR-I is significant under Criterion C at the state level in the area of Engineering as the largest hardened example of an electronically steered phasedarray radar facility in the US. The building is unusual for WSMR, a large military installation covered in instrumentation sites, test facilities, launch
complexes, impact zones, and other buildings and structures associated with the operations of a proving ground. At the time of its construction, it was
described as an “igloo” and a something that future archeologists might puzzle over as if it were the Egyptian Sphinx (Hayward, 2016b). As a building
designed with a specific purpose associated with the research, development, testing, and evaluation mission of WSMR and the US Army’s Cold War
era ABM program, MAR-I is significant for its contributions to our understanding of military history, specifically Cold War era technological
development. MAR-I falls under the established themes of US Army Cold War Proving Grounds, and US Army Air Ballistic Missile Defense/Research
and Development, both as detailed in Thematic Studies and Guidelines: Identification and Evaluation of US Army Cold War Era Military-Industrial
Historic Properties (Lavin, 1998).
Criterion D
MAR-I offers little potential for addressing further research queries about its history and use, as information pertaining to its construction method is
already contained within archival sources not directly associated with the building itself. While the construction of the building is noteworthy, it is better
addressed under Criterion C than Criterion D.
Integrity Evaluation, Period of Significance, and Recommended NRHP Boundary
The facility retains integrity of location, design, materials, workmanship, and feeling. Although the MAR-I facility has been altered since initial
construction and the original equipment removed, it retains its overall form and monolithic design, and is easily recognizable even with these
modifications. The removal of the scatter fence and introduction of new buildings nearby impacts the building’s integrity of setting, and the removal of
equipment and repurposing of the facility for later use impacted integrity of association. Nonetheless, MAR-I retains sufficient integrity to convey its
significance under Criteria A and C, and is recommended eligible for NRHP listing as noted above, with a period of significance of 1964-1969, and an
NRHP boundary encompassing the present footprint of the facility (including the added loading ramp in the east corner).
Continued on other side
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MAR-I circa 1965, Annotated (Courtesy Robert Hayward and WSMR Archives, ID #97.180.196-6)

Low altitude view circa 1965, facing southwest (US Army,
https://www.army.mil/article/133409/smdc_history_mar_introduced_50_years_ago)
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MAR-I aerial views August 1964 (Courtesy Robert Hayward and WSMR Archives, ID #97.180.196-3, -4, -5 & -6)

MAR with transmitters and receivers exposed circa 1965, facing southeast (WSMR Archives, ID #97.180.205-1)
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Clutter fence entrance, June 29, 1964 (Courtesy USASMDC/ARSTRAT Historical Office, Redstone Arsenal)
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Transmitter, June 1964 (WSMR Archives, ID #12.007.79-5)

Radar Control Room, June 1964 (WSMR Archives, ID #97.180.204-19)
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Annotated Second Floor Plan (Courtesy Robert Hayward and WSMR Archives ID #13-007-017)

Annotated First Floor/Basement Plan (Courtesy Robert Hayward and WSMR Archives ID #13-007-017)
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MAR-I Transmitter Conceptual Cutaway, 1963 (Courtesy Robert Hayward)

MAR-I Receiver Conceptual Cutaway, 1963 (Courtesy Robert Hayward)
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MAR basement under construction, June 1963 (WSMR Archives, ID #03.013.001-078)

MAR domes under construction, August 1963 (WSMR Archives, ID #03.013.001-146)
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Aerial view of MAR under construction, circa 1963 (WSMR Archives ID #03.013.001-215)

MAR-I facing southeast, circa 2016.

